Vehicle tracking System
Find Your Car+Parking Guidance System + Remote surveillance

The “Search Engine” of your Car park

- Singapore Changi Airport, China Central Television, Shanghai IFC, Walmart Asia Head Office, Robinson Shopping Center Choose us as their supplier

Your “Search Engine” of Car Park

A well-known company with the best sales of Parking Guidance System
System overview

Find Your Car
Based on the video and LPR technology, the system can help the driver find the accurate parking lots they parked by inputting their Car license plate No. on the inquiry terminal.

Parking Guidance
Guide the driver to the nearest available parking space, Reduced time looking for parking, and reduced frustration

Remote Supervisory
Providing video record for each parking space, help to collect evidence of scratched car, vehicle theft etc.
System layout
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How does it work-------Parking Guidance

• IP camera at every parking space take real time photos & video on the parking space and then forward the relevant parking space info (parking time, car license plate No. etc) to server.

• When occupied, the LED Indicator that built in the IP camera will switch from Green/ Blue color to red color to tell the driver the relevant parking space is occupied.
How does it work------Parking Guidance

IP Camera feature

• Patent IP Camera.

• 800K pixel、1.3megapixel for choice

• Accuracy rate more than 99%

• With built-in LED Indicator, cut installation time 50%
How does it work-------Parking Guidance

• Server send command to the relevant Indoor / Outdoor Guide Display to show the real time parking space information

• Driver follows the Guide display and the Led Green/Red indicator so as to choose the nearest available parking space.
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How does it work------Find Your Car

• The KIOSK that with built-in “Find your car” application will be installed nearby the Escalator, Elevator and stairs, helping driver Find their car by simply inputting their license No. on the KIOSK.
How does it work------Find Your Car

Remark: The KIOSK not only an inquiry machine, but also an advertisement platform. The car park owner can choose to rent this advertisement space or do advertisement for themselves.
How does it work--------Find Your Car

1st step: Input license plate No. and click "OK".
2nd step: System list out the most similar plate No. for car owner to choose.
3rd step: Enlarge the image and check if it is your car, or return to homepage to inquire again.
How does it work------Find Your Car

4\textsuperscript{th} Step: The system will display a route to help driver find their car.
Management software - Remote surveillance

Parking manager can monitor the Real-time video or replay the video of each parking space accordingly to their need, this function will be widely used in collect evidence of scratched car, vehicle theft etc.
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Management software----Parking Management

• Tecmov management software will help the parking owner get the real time parking information of the whole car park, the data will including the car park utilization rate, vehicle flow rate and occupied time etc.

• Through Web based software, the parking lots operator can manage their parking lots any time anywhere that connect to the internet.
Questions?
Website: www.tecmov.com
E-mail: tecmov@tecmov.com